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Cod 2020 warzone reveal

APPROVED FOR RELEASE ON 26-AUG-2020 Operators, This week in Verdansk, we need you to be part of history, that we are not doomed to repeat it. Know Your History: This is a time-limited operation available for your squad to engage with Warzone. Additional times have been given. Service report at the following
dates and times: Should any operator fail, we will deploy them to Verdansk immediately to complete the operation. Nothing, including interference from a greater threat, should stop you from trying to connect with our resource in the field and secure the blueprint. When this operation is live, the public will be informed of it
through civilian channels. But for those who want to experience this four-part operation; read on for your mission orientation. Step 1: COLLECT MAP CODES Before infiltration, your squad will be given important pieces of intelligence: map codes. These codes, even if incomplete, are necessary to find the key that unlocks
information about the asset's whereabouts. Regardless of alliances formed before infiltration, treat any force in addition to your platoon in Verdansk as hostile. It is believed that all other operators in Verdansk will also carry code fragments. Pull them out in any way necessary. A squad that collects five map codes will be
given enough information towards the key's location and can proceed to the next stage of the operation. Step two: SECURE THE KEY It is believed that the locked bunkers around Verdansk hold the encryption device used to access the asset's rendezvous code. The included Heads-Up Display (codename: HUD) will
provide a waypoint of the key's location, as well as attempt to overcome any serious electronic countermeasures. Travel by foot or vehicle to the waypoint as fast as possible, collect the key card, and continue with additional instruction. Step 3: CRACK MAP CODE At this point in the operation we must assume that
electronic countermeasures will be employed against you. With the key in hand, HUD will attempt to mark a radius around a locked box where the rendezvous information is located. Find the container, open it, and acquire the map maker to complete the contract. Step 4: USE THE WEAPON Rendezvous point intel can
be codified to prevent accidental retrieval. Use your included Tac map to determine which quadrant our resource is in. Please note that the locked box and point of contact may be at a great distance from each other. Vehicle use is encouraged without concern for stealth, as coverage from greater threat will be anything
but blown. Search for the asset in the quadrant, confirm location, and contact the asset to complete the contract. After contact you will be rewarded Bay of Pigs blueprint and other recommendations that can be equipped in Identity for your efforts. The blueprint name may be familiar to veterans... When it comes to
recovery - do not know how to escape Verdansk along with the asset. Intel suggests that Stadion will help you escape. However, we cannot guarantee that you will survive. Thank you for volunteering for this operation. Good luck, and weapons for free. For more information and the latest information about Warzone,
www.callofduty.com/warzone and @CallofDuty on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook. © 2020 Activision Publishing, Inc. ACTIVISION, CALL OF DUTY, WARZONE and CALL OF DUTY WARZONE are trademarks of Activision Publishing, Inc. For more information about Activision games, @Activision on Twitter,
Facebook and Instagram. Activision showed off the first game scenes for the version of Call of Duty: Warzone with Call of Duty: Black Ops — Cold War. Warzone gets its big Season 1.m update on April 16. Warzone has been very successful, with 80 million downloads and counting. Along with Call of Duty: Mobile, it
helped increase the Call of Duty franchise to $3 billion over the past year and become a franchise year-round. The map change will be a big deal for players, who have had the existing map but are probably eager for something new. This means that Warzone itself has become a major project within Activision, where
thousands of developers work on various Call of Duty titles. The video shows a proliferation of motorcycles, boats and nuclear weapons. The announcement will be made at The Game Awards. In the trailer we saw a hooded villain, Vikhor Stitch Kuzmin, going after CIA agent Russell Adler, the protagonist of the Cold War
single-player campaign. The battle arena included something that looked like kgb headquarters, and the game had many new weapons and vehicles. Adler drove in an attack helicopter, and soldiers drove personal jet skis across a river. Rebirth Island is a secret Soviet base that the CIA raided and shut down in 1968.
Part prison, part chemical bioweapon production and testing facility, the entire island has dozens of places to explore, including labs, barracks, decontamination areas, and a hilltop prison block where unspeakable acts have been committed. Activision said Warzone's update includes Rebirth Island, a new Verdan Gulag
experience and a new Resurgence game mode. It is also getting a new vehicle, operator, weapon, and more. In the history of the Cold War for Warzone, the Soviet secret agent Perseus has a group of hitmen. Their leader is Stitch, who discovers that the CIA has created a set of death cards for this terror group. This
violence was years in the making, as Stitch has a score to settle with Adler. Stitch was captured during the CIA raid on Rebirth Island, and lost his eye to Adler during questioning. He's had enough. time in a gulag to think about where revenge his revenge will play out, Activision said. After his track, Adler leads a CIA
capture team that includes operator Zeyna Ossou to storm a mall in New Jersey, only to discover that Stitch has produced enough Nova 6 nerve gas to throw the world off its axis. A trap has been drawn up for Adler's team. Cold War mode has five new weapons: MAC 10 SMG comes launch week. This machine gun has
automatic fire speed basically tempered by a small vertical recoil and moderate damage. It has SMG benefits from improved handling speeds. You can get it on Tier 15 of the Season One Battle Pass. There is also a Groza rifle in launch week, with a fast fire speed and good damage range. It is available on Tier 31. Then
there is a Streetweeper shotgun with a fast fire speed and large ammunition pool. The sledgehammer melee is good for dulling. And Wakizashi is a melee samurai sword, available during the season. You can get MAC 10 free to use in Black Ops: Cold War and Warzone on Tier 15 of season one battle pass, just by
playing the game. Scheduled playlists include Trios and Quads with lower player numbers than in Verdansk. In the existing Verdan map, the gulag will have an interrogation room, where players are attached to a chair and thrown into a brand new gulag, where the 1v1 rules are similar, but the arena is completely
different. Rebirth Island's Prison Block will also have a gulag, where players who have died once can fight a duel to get back into the game. This new 1v1 experience is centered around a prison chamber, with prisoners starting at the end of one of two corridors running parallel to the middle room. Although these lanes
offer a quick route across the floor, both have a metal detector that will go off when an operator passes through, adding an additional element of strategy. Call of Duty: Warzone, the popular free online experience developed by Infinity Ward and Raven Software that has released millions of players into the fictional world
of Verdansk, has big plans for the future. Starting November 13th with the launch of Black Ops Cold War, and continuing with the release of Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War Season One and beyond, Warzone players will start to see new Black Ops Cold War content coming to all modes of call of Duty Battle Royale
experience, including a number of exciting content specified in the Roadmap image (above). This is just the beginning: Like all off-the-books secret operations, expect to uncover more secrets, and experience memorable moments as the Cold War heats up over Verdansk (and beyond) in the months and seasons ahead.
Warzone Integration Initial Briefing: Warzone will support both Call of Duty®: Modern Warfare® and the upcoming Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War, which November 13. How does all this content work together, and what lies ahead for Call of Duty: Warzone? The following information shows the many ways you can
share content, level up, use weapons and equipment, and interact across all three titles Warzone, Black Ops Cold War, and Modern Warfare. Prepare for initial information at: ·
Player progression: How your player levels and item unlocks are shared. ·
Weapon Progression: How weapons are flattened and
attachments are unlocked across the games. ·
Operator selection: How operators from both franchises interact in the Verdansk battle zone. ·
Battle Pass integration: How this system syncs across the game. ·
Store access: How to purchase additional content in the game and where available. In addition, there
is a huge amount of free content coming to Black Ops Cold War, including maps, weapons, modes and more, making Season 1 the start of the biggest series of ongoing free content after launch in Black Ops history! Player Progression Initial Briefing: Worlds have collided! For the first time in Call of Duty history, Season
One brings universal and synchronized player progression that works between Black Ops Cold War, Modern Warfare and Warzone! Black Op's Cold War progression is based on a familiar and similar path to Modern Warfare, while incorporating an innovative Prestige system, giving you more challenges and revenuegenerating content. Additional Intel: November 13, Black Ops Cold War launches with an updated player progression system. Players will begin by completing military ranks, a traditional leveling journey to unlock functional gameplay items. When they're done, Black Ops Cold War players will enter an updated and
improved preseason schedule that begins at preseason game launch and will be synced with all three games at the beginning of Season 1 on July 10, 2017. At the launch of Season 1 in December, the road to getting XP and smoothing will be shared across all three Call of Duty titles: Black Ops Cold War, Modern
Warfare and Warzone. This progression system is both familiar and innovative, so you can level up all three titles no matter what game you're playing. Player progression begins: Military ranks and modes ·
Check the Barrack menu for each title for a new change: Your enlisted rows (levels 1-55) are now known as
military ranks. These will be fully synchronized between all three games (beginning at launch for Black Ops Cold War players, and in season one for modern warfare and Warzone players). ·
This universal progression system means you can level up (and get XP) no matter which of the titles you play! ·
Progress in
the usual way by playing multiplayer modes, completing challenges (either in Black Ops Cold War or Warfare) and Warzone battles. ·
In addition, Black Ops Cold War Zombies also share the same progression, so you can level up no matter how you play! Player progression reset ·
To synchronise player
progression across all three games, your first (military) ranking will be reset in Modern Warfare and Warzone at the beginning of Black Ops Cold War Season One. This reset syncs to the current progression level in Black Ops Cold War when Season 1 begins. ·
Do not worry, only XP is reset; everything you've
previously unlocked remains available (such as weapons, perks and Killstreaks in Modern Warfare for example). Player progression continues: Season prestige equalization ·
Your seasonal Officer Progression is now known as Seasonal Levels, which incorporates a season prestige equalization system. These are
fully synchronized between all three games. ·
When you begin seasonal smoothing, you can expect an updated interface to this leveling system. ·
Seasonal progression has been updated with aspects of the traditional Prestige system, allowing players to unlock and use rewards, including some incredibly cool

older player identity cards from the world of Black Ops! ·
Equalisation in Black Ops Cold War, Warzone or Modern Warfare all counts towards seasonal smoothing and prestige level. ·
The preferred way to Prestige is by playing Black Ops Cold War, thanks to challenges focused on Black Op's Cold War gaming, XP
events and other benefits planned throughout the seasons. ·
Keep in mind that a large proportion of this content is monetized or simply free, just by playing one or all three games. ·
Get the full dive into the Black Ops Cold War Prestige System, including details of seasonal prestige levels, Prestige Master
requirements, seasonal challenges and more on the Treyarch blog. Weapon progression* Initial briefing: At the beginning of season one, all weapons from Modern Warfare and new weapons from Black Ops Cold War expect to be available in Warzone, including Blueprints and camo variants. Mix and level up weapons
both in Warzone and the game the weapon originates from. Welcome to the largest arsenal of weapons ever seen in Call of Duty! Extra Intel: Every weapon you've unlocked in Modern Warfare, as well as every weapon to unlock in Black Ops Cold War, is scheduled to continue to be available in Warzone. This includes
Modern Warfare Primary and Secondary Weapons (including Blueprint variants). The current plan is for Warzone to also include all primary and secondary weapons available throughout the lifetime of Black Ops Cold War, including launch and seasonal weapons, as well as every weapon plan. This naturally includes the
range of free weapons you received during each season Modern Warfare, just to play the game. Please note that your Modern Warfare and Black Ops Cold War weapons will be shared with Warzone. We currently have no plans to remove weapons from Warzone. You won't be able to use your Modern Warfare weapons
in Black Ops Cold War, and vice versa. In the Warzone Weapons menu, look for visible Black Ops and Modern Warfare logos on all weapons menu tiles, so you can instantly see where your armament originated. When you serve or unlock a new weapon in Black Ops Cold War, it appears immediately for use in
Warzone. In short, you need a bigger Gunsmith table. Today was a good day to bring two AKs into Verdansk: One from Modern Warfare and one from Black Ops Cold War. Warzone shares weapon progression with both Black Ops Cold War and Modern Warfare. ·
Choose an available weapon from Black Ops Cold
War or Modern Warfare and use it in Warzone. ·
All XP and smoothing count both in Warzone and the game from which the weapon originates. ·
Work to unlock weapons and attachments for any weapon you like in both games by playing that game or Warzone. ·
What about base weapons found in Black Ops
Cold War and Modern Warfare? Expect to be able to access available base weapons separately, with each game's specific logo indicating the series it is available in, as well as the weapon's level progression. ·
At the beginning of season one, Modern Warfare's advantages, lethal equipment, tactical equipment, field
upgrades and specific Killstreaks will remain in Warzone. ·
Modern Warfare players can rest easily; current plans are that any Modern Warfare weapons you have developed, along with any locks (such as Damascus or Obsidian camos) are retained. Operator Selection* Initial Briefing: Take all operators you've
unlocked from Modern Warfare or Black Ops Cold War to Verdansk, including any acceable and unlockable skins. Extra Intel: Using Black Ops Cold War Operators into Warzone on November 13, expect an operator to select the screen with more choices than ever before related to who you want to take on your next
mission in Verdansk. As expected, the operator access per title: Woods and Garcia, ready for the drop. Take any unlocked operator from Black Ops Cold War or Modern Warfare and enter Verdansk. ·
The plans are for operators from Modern Warfare, including all purchased and earned Skins, Quips and Finishing
Moves, to continue to be available in Warzone. ·
All operators from Black Ops Cold War, along with free, earned and purchased items, are scheduled to be available when you unlock them in a variety of ways in both Black Ops Cold War and Warzone. ·
Black Ops Cold War and Modern Warfare Operators That You
Get Are Meant to Be Available to Play in Warzone and the title from which they come. ·
There is only one exception, the indomitable Marine Corps Master Sergeant Frank Woods is available in all three games, although the only skin available in Modern Warfare is the one available if you purchase a digital pre-order of
Black Ops Cold War, and that skin is only available in Modern Warfare and Warzone. Click here for more information. ·
Buy Black Ops Cold War and access a range of new Cold War-era agents, as well as new earnable and unlockable skins for them, which you can also use in Warzone. Battle Pass Integration* Initial
Briefing: Battle Pass system continues, and Season 1 comes loaded with brand new content for Black Ops Cold War and Warzone. Review the Battle Pass system by playing any of the three games. Battle Pass content you unlock will appear in the game, no matter what game you're playing. Additional Intel: Black Ops
Cold War and Warzone will share seasonal content after launch through the Battle Pass system (including free levels of content) and the Store. ·
Warzone Battle Pass system content and store purchases will still be available in Warzone. There are currently no plans to remove Warzone content. ·
Modern Warfare
Battle Pass content earned and save purchases are scheduled to continue to be available in Modern Warfare and Warzone. While we continue to optimize for platforms and disk space, we plan to retain all Modern Warfare content for continued use in Warzone at least through the first Black Ops Cold War seasons of
content. ·
For Season 1, expect a variety of fresh and exciting Battle Pass items you can access in both Black Ops Cold War and Warzone. ·
While Season One Battle Pass content is available in Black Ops Cold War and Warzone, players will still be able to develop the Battle Pass by playing Modern Warfare. ·
Battle Pass content you unlock will be visible no matter which game you're playing. Store access* Initial briefing: A vast majority of content purchased in Black Ops Cold War can be used in that game as well as Warzone. Extra Intel: From the start of season one, players will be able to access the in-game store and use
COD Points to purchase a wide variety of cosmetic bundles. Each title store in the game will be carefully selected to display content available for games in that game. Items that can also be played in Warzone will be clearly marked. ·
Black Ops Cold War Store: Buy content to use in Black Ops Cold War. Almost all
content from Black Ops Cold War can be used in Warzone, but all items will be clearly marked. ·
Warzone Store: This store offers a mix of content from both Black Ops Cold War and Modern Warfare games, almost all of which can be used in Warzone and the game for which it was designed. All items will be clearly
marked. ·
Modern Warfare Store: Buy content to use in Modern Warfare. Most of the content from Modern Warfare can be used in Warzone, but all elements will be clearly marked. Additional Initial Intel Briefing: Cross-Play. Cross-progression. Cross-generation. Cross-title access** Additional Intel: Experience the next
generation of global combat as a community, regardless of the platform or console generation you play Black Ops Cold War, Warzone, or Modern Warfare on, as described in this blog post. Cross-title invitations allow you to invite your friends who play Modern Warfare or Warzone to join you in Black Ops Cold War, and
vice versa, with the party leader navigating to the title everyone wants to play. The result is more flexibility and ease in bringing your friends together for a multiplayer battle, Zombies experience (in Black Ops Cold War), or dropping into Verdansk. A content compatibility note* As Black Ops Cold War Seasons evolves and
the Warzone story unfolds, make sure that our teams work diligently to ensure that all this content is available. There are no current plans to remove content from Warzone, but to ensure the best player experience, there may be cases where content is delayed or becomes temporarily or permanently unavailable. We
can't wait for you to play Black Op's Cold War content in both the main game and Warzone, along with all the modern warfare content you incurred along the way! Stay cold and carry out the mission. Related Articles * Content may be temporarily or permanently removed from Warzone in the future, based on game or
thematic changes, technical or legal requirements and/or storage restrictions. ** Subject to change based on platform requirements/limitations. GAME FEATURES DESCRIBED ABOVE ARE BASED ON APPLICABLE FEATURES OF DEVELOPMENTS THAT MAY CHANGE BASED ON FINAL DEVELOPMENT
CHANGES AND/OR GAME ADJUSTMENT OR UPDATES THAT MAY REMOVE OR MODIFY ANY OR ALL OF THE ABOVE FEATURES. For more information about Call of Duty®: Black Ops Cold War, see: www.callofduty.com, www.youtube.com/callofduty, and follow @Treyarch, @RavenSoftware, and @CallofDuty
on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook. © 2020 Activision Publishing, Inc. ACTIVISION, CALL OF DUTY, CALL OF DUTY BLACK OPS, CALL OF DUTY WARZONE, MODERN WARFARE and WARZONE are trademarks of Activision Publishing, Inc. For more information about Activision games, @Activision on Twitter,
Facebook and Instagram. and Instagram.
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